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                                           The usinger family has                   
                                           been making sausages in 
                                           Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
since 1880. Usinger wurstmachers are still 
located on Milwaukee’s old third world 
street, the site of the original store, where 
they strictly adhere to the original family 
recipes. These recipes are never altered in 
order to meet a  competitive price. Their 
Factory has modern luxuries and technology 
but the original ovens remain. Any of the 
modern equipment was only approved if it did 
not alter the taste of the sausage. To the 
usinger’s it is a matter of pride to maintain the 
tradition of excellence and it explains why 
they are nationally recognized and why we 
value them as a partner. 

Boyle’s Famous Corned Beef was 
founded more than 80 years ago 
in Kansas City, Missouri. With 
expertise in beef and pork products, 
Boyle’s brings its authority in 
crafting top-notch products,
especially for our deli programs.  



Consistent bellies makes for consistently 
good bacon. Smoked the old-fashioned way, we 
have a variety of flavors all sliced and made 
into retail ready packaging. They say bacon is 
the candy of meats, and ours is A RICH and 
CREAMY TOP OF THE LINE TREAT. 

hot dog!
This isn’t your run-of-the-mill frank. This is a 
skinless hot dog made with all natural spices 
and smoked in a two story smokehouse 
without any added msgS. Frankly, it’s the best 
hot dog available. 

sausage & bratwurstbacon, bacon, bacon burgers & ground 
Bratwursts. Just reading that made you 

hungry. These aren’t just any bratwursts 
though, these combine top of the line pork or 

bison with traditional sausage making
 methods. These sausages have no MsgS, 

phosphates, no added nitrates or nitrites, and 
are gluten free. Available fresh or smoked and 

in retail ready packaging. 

Some of our most popular flavors: 

available in: 

available in: available in: 

deli 
ready to slice, our deli items will be a
 welcome addition to any deli counter. 

•Pastrami•
•Cooked Corned Beef•

•Roast beef•
•Ham•

•Roasted Pork• 

available in: 
wagyu grass-fed berkshire bison

wagyu grass-fed berkshire bison

wagyu

available in: berkshire

summer sausages

berkshire

corned beef

available in: 
wagyu

IT doesn’t have to be st. Patrick’s day for you to 
enjoy Corned Beef. Your reubens, stews, and 
any other concoctions you think of will be 
lucky to have this premium brisket. Available 
in retail ready packaging. 

Pair it with cheese and crackers or enjoy it in 
a new way, this classic is always a favorite. 

available in: berkshire bison

wagyu grass-fed bison

8 OZ.
Patties 

50/50 

Blends

2 OZ. 
Sliders

2 LB. food 
service 

Brick

1 LB. 
Retail
Bricks

Our custom grinding process uses whole 
muscles which provides a juicer bite. IQF Frozen 
and made fresh upon request, our ground 
product is available in retail and bulk 
packaging.  Have a unique creation in mind? we 
are able to customize sizes, blends, and 
packaging to meet your needs. 

bratwurst with jalapeño peppers

italian sausage

apples with gouda cheese

original bratwurst 


